Take Back
Manufacturing
An Imperative for Western Economies
This book is about how in less than one lifetime we have experienced the
destruction of the manufacturing sectors in our western societies. and the
significant loss of national prosperity, and why the imperative for western
economies must be to ....Take Back Manufacturing!

The globalized manufacturing approach with efficient supply chains
supported by liberalized free trade agreements has been the business norm in
the last four decades and has been the prime reason for the "hollowing out" of
our Western industrial base.
But now many experts predict yet another significant change regarding global
and national economic conditions that will, for many reasons, provide an
opportunity for our western economies to move back to more localized trade
blocs, and the reshoring of their manufacturing.
Some nations, including Canada, are not considered a logical reshoring
destination, and experts predict further decline in manufacturing, but this
book provides a perspective and outlook that suggests that with the correct
political will and focus they could recover their manufacturing industries and
improve future prosperity.
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Reshoring in Canada?
Many experts are certai
n that a significant amou
nt of manufacturing capa
is in reshore mode back
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to the USMCA regions.
This will be full produc
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Unfortunately, as we
have mentioned in ea
rlier chapters, the Cana
economic environment
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all well as a manufactu
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The current Canadian fed
eral government, after a
struggle, eventually closed
new USMCA trade ag
a
reement. But the future
trade relationship with
USA is far from correctl
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y aligned, and this is ne
cessary if we are to bene
from the reshoring effor
fit
ts happening in our clo
sest and largest trading
partner, who has an eco
bloc
nomy ten times our size.
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d the expert prediction is
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Ineffective Industrial Po
licy
For many decades, we
have had Canadian gove
rnments who were in to
compliance with the wo
tal
rldview of globalized ma
nufacturing, and that loc
manufacturing was not
al
key to the success of the
Canadian economy. But
are to gain back prospe
if we
rity, we will need a go
vernment with the corre
political will to develop
ct
and execute a winning ind
ustrial policy.
This must be effectively
communicated and align
ed with our business an
financial sectors and ma
d
jor trade partners, so th
at it supports the recov
our industries and address
ery of
es national competitive fac
tors such as productivity
exchange rate, taxation,
,
and tariffs, etc.
So far, we don’t see the cu
rrent government facing
up to this challenge.
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